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~ A Flirty & Feisty Romance Novel ~I want her…even after she says no.I know his secret…yet I
want to be with him.EboniMy job is great. Yet my personal life is a mess. I’ve got trust issues.
Who doesn’t? But I need a boyfriend by Christmas. Don’t ask why. Then a new client from New
York walks in just before I turn 37. Not just any client. The cocky, super-attractive, sexy, too-darn-
rich type that can get me fired if I screw up. His hard-to-ignore hazel eyes stalk me. I recognize
him from someplace, so I ignore him for my own good. Then he asks me to fly in his private jet to
visit his family during the holidays. Who says I can’t live a little as long as my lie is mine to keep?
Then drama unfolds…as my lie breaks out.Can I trust him with the truth?JensenAt almost forty,
I’m the President of Jacuar Petroleum. I make things happen and, I find women attention-
seeking and shallow-minded. Driven by a business need, I fly to Charleston WV. Eboni, the
ravishing, sharp-minded, curly-haired lawyer does not give me a glance. Not once during the
entire meeting. In fact, she rejects me without breaking a sweat. I push her curvy buttons. Let’s
just say my actions have consequences. So, I invite her home to meet my family. I need her “No”
to turn into an, “Oh Yes, Mr. Bronx”. Then I find out she has something damaging on me. Drama
unfolds…as her lie also erupts…Can I trust her?With Christmas Day spinning closer, will Eboni
and Jensen get their Christmas Desire?~ From the Author of Tempted by the Princess ~

From the Back CoverThis book presents the basic theory and experimental techniques of
transport phenomena in materials processing operations. Such fundamental knowledge is highly
useful for researchers and engineers in the field to improve the efficiency of conventional
processes or develop novel technology. Divided into four parts, the book comprises 11 chapters
describing the principles of momentum transfer, heat transfer, and mass transfer in single phase
and multiphase systems. Each chapter includes examples with solutions and exercises to
facilitate students’ learning. Diagnostic problems are also provided at the end of each part to
assess students’ comprehension of the material. The book is aimed primarily at students in
materials science and engineering. However, it can also serve as a useful reference text in
chemical engineering as well as an introductory transport phenomena text in mechanical
engineering. In addition, researchers and engineers engaged in materials processing operations
will find the material useful for the design of experiments and mathematical models in transport
phenomena. This volume contains unique features not usually found in traditional transport
phenomena texts. It integrates experimental techniques and theory, both of which are required to
adequately solve the inherently complex problems in materials processing operations. It takes a
holistic approach by considering both single and multiphase systems, augmented with specific
practical examples. There is a discussion of flow and heat transfer in microscale systems, which
is relevant to the design of modern processes such as fuel cells and compact heat exchangers.



Also described are auxiliary relationships including turbulence modeling, interfacial phenomena,
rheology, and particulate systems, which are critical to many materials processing operations.--
This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorProf. Iguchi & Prof. Ilegbusi published
the following title last December by Springer NY.'Modeling Multiphase Materials Processes'http://
www.springer.com/engineering/mathematical/book/978-1-4419-7478-5 --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Christmas DESIRE A Canva, Christmas DESIRE A CNN, Christmas DESIRE A CVS, Christmas
DESIRE A calculator, Christmas DESIRE Credit Karma, Christmas DESIRE A Costco,
Christmas DESIRE Boston Celtics, Christmas DESIRE A Chipotle, Christmas DESIRE A
Craigslist, Christmas DESIRE Capital One

Choose Me: A BWWM Sweet & Steamy Romance, Here Comes the Judge, Lobsters, Bisques,
and Berries (Modern Mail Order Brides Book 12), Longing for You: A BWWM Sweet & Steamy
Romance



Shannon, “A slow but entertaining romance. This book follows the lives of Ms. Hottie and Mr
Bronx. It is a great story about two people who are work driven and a sassy.It follows their
relationship from beginning to end. A great story!!Mr. Bronx is a very successful oil tycoon with a
bit of sarcastic attitude.Ms. Hottie is a career driven attorney, and has a mind and mouth of her
own.I loved the bantering and sarcastic mouths of both.”

The book by Stella Eromonsere-Ajanaku has a rating of 5 out of 3.0. 5 people have provided
feedback.
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